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Losing the lead and regaining it

• Common adoption of standards gave Europe a head start
in mobile communications (GSM)

• Mobile technologies were highly supported in earlier
Framework Programmes (3 and 4).

• Today Europe lost the lead in mobile communications

• 5G, a possible successor to GSM, and low power
microprocessors (a must in advanced mobile phones) must
be appropriately supported in H2020



Losing the lead and regaining it

• Standards for audio (MP3), video compression (MPEG) and broadcasting
(DVB) were mostly developed in Europe and supported by earlier
Framework Programmes.

• Today Europe lost the lead in market

• FP7 supported advanced 3D-TV technologies that may help Europe to
regain not only the lead in technologies but also in devices in the market

• Adoption of common standards and legal frameworks are a must to
enable a European single digital market,



• Use of optical fibre for communications was first proposed in
Europe (1966) and the first wide area optical fibre network was
deployed in Europe (1978)

• Europe is still at the leading edge of fibre optical communications
and photonics

• FP7 supported novel uses of fibre optical communications such
as radio over fibre

• Photonics and optical fibre communications should continue to
be supported in H2020

Keeping the lead



• The Internet is the result of a military funded R&D project
(Arpanet) subsequently supported by the NSF (CSNET)

• European scientists got a huge boost in Internet
connectivity through the GÉANT project (since 2000),
possibly the farthest reaching FP project

• H2020 should support advanced Internet (such as the
Internet of Things) and new applications

Gaining the lead



• FP is often seen from the outside as a closed club

• Small organisations and organisations from less developed
Member States have difficulties in participating

• Participation (and coordination) of small projects is much
easier than in large ones. Large projects should not have a
preference.

• Yet, participation in an FP project is a high return activity, in
terms of know-how. Once the threshold is overcome,
further participation is much easier

Keeping it open



• Framework Programmes by nature involve a fairly
complex and heavy bureaucracy both for the
Commission and for the participants

• Simplification rules introduced  in H2020 are most
welcome as is eligibility of VAT (namely for many
universities and research centres)

• SME instrument, introduced in H2020, looks very
attractive

Keeping it simple



• Increasing efficiency means making more with less

• Efficiency means getting results not just nice
financial audits

• Efficiency is achieved when, within budget, projects
meet target specifications, so insist on technical
audits rather than financial ones

• Financial audits should only be required when
deliverables do not meet targets.

Keeping it efficient



• Management should involve Member States through
Management Committees, whose powers should not be
further reduced

• Timely information to Management Committees is essential

• Evaluation of proposals is of foremost importance, should
be adapted to the objective, and carefully monitored.
Excellence should be the decisive criteria. Potencial impact
evaluation is difficult and should not be used for FET Open.

Keeping it efficient



Thank you very much

for your attention


